Memo to: Titan Clients (Confidential)

Date: April 16, 2020

Reading time: 3 minutes

Go all in? Not yet.
After this 25% rally from March lows, we’re shifting our tone from aggressive offense (“go time” is what we called it) to
light offense. By our rough estimates, the market at these levels now has 45% upside and 35% downside through year
end. These are roughly “even odds,” or a 1:1 skew vs. the 3:1 skew back in March. While we are inherently optimistic as
growth investors, we believe some are too optimistic about the speed of a COVID-19 recovery. We see real probabilities
that a pullback could occur in the coming months as the world comes out of quarantine. Short-term even odds coupled
with long-term excellent odds equals light offense. Spread out your buys; keep some excess cash ready to deploy.

Back in March, we signaled “go time” to our clients, flagging the opportunity to buy:


"Everyone is fearful. Markets are reflexively capitulating on that fear, down nearly 25% this year. The time to be greedy is near.
Go time approaches... Many stocks now sell for what we believe are fire sale prices." (March 13th, Titan Research)


"We think it's "go time" for long-term investors. We don't know when a bottom will come, but it will, and our durable portfolio
of companies is selling for extremely attractive valuations for long-term investors." (March 24th, Titan Research)


Little did we know, we nearly called the bottom (March 23rd). Do not give us credit for timing the market. This was pure
luck as frankly the market could have fallen further. What we did do was ascertain price vs. value. Google at $1,050 a share,
Uber at $15, FB at $150 were absolute bargain prices vs. our view of intrinsic value, implying 20%+ annualized returns on
some of the best business models mankind has ever seen. Even if the market fell further, they were prices one would not
regret. It would have been nitpicking to wait further.  


Since then, the market has rallied +25% without any meaningful new data on this COVID-19 fight, aside from Federal stimulus.
Because of this rally in spite of risks remaining, our view has shifted from aggressive offense to light offense. We suspect, but
cannot predict, that you’ll have another pullback to buy at an even better upside/downside skew.


Right now, optimists on CNBC are screaming to “buy the dip,” pointing to improving COVID-19 data, unprecedented
stimulus, and stocks still 15% below the Feb highs. While they are right that the market could have significant upside, they
don’t appropriately weigh the probability of the downside. These include but are not limited to social distancing not being as
effective as modelled, having to requarantine again in the fall, and “herd immunity” being much further away than estimated.
As growth investors at Titan, we’re also natural optimists - we think the world will recover and the 2020s will roar again.
Ascribing a near-100% probability to a 6 month recovery, however, seems a bit foolish in our opinion.


Should you be selling (defense)? No. Your Flagship holdings are still well off their previous highs despite minimal impact to
long-term earnings power, which means there is significant upside. Several of them should actually exit this crisis stronger
(e.g., Netflix, Amazon) as sub-scale competitors close up shop.


Should you be going all-in now (aggressive offense)? No. Investing is about betting big when the risk/reward is favorable.
Right now, it’s even (1:1). If the market falls 25%, you’d have upside of 90% and downside of 30%, leading to an up/down ratio
of 3:1... this is roughly when we’d say to restart aggressive offense. This is the type of skew that you hunt for on a single
company basis. If the entire market offered this skew, it would be a wonderful time to be a buyer. 


We hope by all means we are wrong, that COVID-19 disappears faster than expected, and this skew never comes back. But
the risks unfortunately remain and as investors that means spreading out buying while also staying patient for future
opportunities. Today’s prices are good, but they could become wonderful again. If you have cash sitting around, hold some as
dry powder ready to strike. We call this light offense.


On the next page, you’ll see how we think about the potential risk/reward skew for U.S. equities in the short-term.
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or structurally impaired; valuations could be cheap or expensive. The S&P’s recent rally suggests many investors have written
off the downside case in each of the above, without the data to warrant such complacency.
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There is +45% upside to the market and -35% downside. This implies a 1.2x up/down ratio (45 divided
by 35), which is effectively a 1:1 skew. “Even odds,” so to speak.

Hence, we see the up/down skew as even for

U

.S. stock indices today. Bulls think that we’ll get herd immunity against

COVID-19 in mid-2020, earnings will bounce back to peak in 2021, and as a result, they see +45% upside in stocks through
year end. Bears, on the other hand, see a -40% earnings decline in 2020 as COVID-19 remains an issue, and a +20% bounce
back in 2021 earnings. This growth slowdown warrants the historical average
downside, blowing through March lows.
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e completely understand that volatility can be tough to stomach at times, but now is a critical moment to remain

level-headed, data-driven, and patient with your capital. “Calm seas never made a skilled sailor.”
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Titan Invest (“Titan”) is an SEC registered investment adviser. Brokerage services are provided to Titan Clients by Apex Clearing Corporation, an
SEC registered broker-dealer and member FINRA/SIPC. Clients are encouraged to compare the account statements received from the qualified
custodian to the reports provided by Titan Invest. Market data by IEX. Titan’s investment advisory services are available only to residents of the
United States in jurisdictions where Titan is registered.


This should not to be considered an offer, solicitation of an offer, or advice to buy or sell securities. Statements made herein may be outdated
and subsequent events may have occurred, information may have changed, that could make any statement in these materials inaccurate or
incomplete. The media presented may contain certain forward looking or promissory language regarding the performance of Titan Invest or a
company; these statements should not be relied upon to make an investment decision. Before investing, consider your investment objectives as
certain investments are not suitable for all investors. Please consult with your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only, not to be
used to make investment decisions. Prospective clients must refer to our website, and in particular, our Advisory Agreement for a complete
description of Titan’s objectives and investment strategies.


The rate of return on investments can vary widely over time, especially for long term investments. Investment losses are possible, including the
potential loss of all amounts invested. There can be no assurance that Titan’s objectives will be achieved or that an investor will receive any
desired return on their investment. Titan’s performance may be volatile. An investment should only be considered by persons who can afford a
loss of their entire investment. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only, not to be used to make
investment decisions. 


Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Any historical returns, expected returns, or probability projections, are hypothetical in nature
and may not reflect actual future performance. Important: All Titan performance results include the use of a personalized hedge for a
hypothetical client with an “Aggressive” risk profile; clients with “Moderate” or “Conservative” risk profiles would have experienced lower
returns. For all Titan accounts we employ a personalized hedge based on a given client’s personalized risk tolerance. We believe it can help
mitigate losses on the Titan portfolio during periods of volatility. However, there is no guarantee that any or all losses will be mitigated by this
hedge.  


Certain information contained herein constitutes “forward-looking statements”, which can be identified by the use of terms such as “may”, “will”,
“should”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “project”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue”, “target” or “believe” (or the negatives thereof) or other variations there
on or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or actual performance may differ materially from
those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, investors should not rely on such forward-looking statements in
making their investment decisions. No representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements.


The research is based on current public information that Titan Invest considers reliable, but Titan Invest does not represent that the research or
the report is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. The views and opinions expressed in this are current as of the date of
this communication and are subject to change. Financial metrics are subject to future adjustment and revision. Any forecasted metrics may not
reflect actual future results. Any securities identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for clients in the
Titan portfolio. Any securities identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for clients. It should not be
assumed that investments made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of any securities referenced.


Please see our full disclosures for more information at www.titanvest.com/disclosures.

















